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Report Tag Report Name Export Format Description

BID-03 Sales Listing by Supporter PDF, XLS View all of your supporters with their sales and payments.

BID-19 Admissions Purchased and 
Allocated

CSV, XLS A detailed listing of your bidders in your project including 
phone numbers, bidder numbers, table and group names, 
ticket purchaser, admissions allocated, emails, and notes.

DON-10 Item Donors and Their 
Donations

CSV, XLS Exports donors and the items they provided in spreadsheet 
format.

PAY-01 Payment List by Bidder PDF, XLS This shows the Bidder number, date received, payment 
type, check/credit card details, and payment amount. 
Finally, totals payments at the very bottom.

PKG-03 Sales Listing by Package 
with Buyers

PDF, XLS This report breaks down all or selected packages with their 
sale price and purchaser. Options include adding contact 
information and addresses for the buyer, as well as a 
percent over value of sale.

SUM-07 Summary-Package Sales by 
Section, Type, Class

PDF, XLS A high view including totals for all your package sales 
by section (Live, Silent, Online, etc), by type of package 
(Admission, Auction, Donation, Sponsorship) and by class.

SUP-01 Supporter Export with 
Options

CSV, XLS A list of all supporters including contact information  
and notes.

SUP-02 Sales for Accounting CSV, XLS All supporters and their sales, as well as payments. Filter 
options include limiting to certain sales, certain payment 
types, sale dates, and payment dates. Also included are 
various options for additional information, such as phone 
numbers and Accounting types.

Top Tips from our Experts

• Try doing a search and/or an Advanced Search prior to running the report to pre-filter your data

• A few useful Saved Searches include “All Online Bidders” or “Outstanding Balances”

• Create your own “Save search” in any of the grid views 

• If you’ve found a report or two that you really like, star it to “Add to Favorites”

Common Reports
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Report Tag Report Name Export Format Description

AGG-02b Supporter 
Contributions and 
Solicitations

PDF, XLS Lists all contributions (Sales and Item donations) as well as solicitations 
by Supporter across selected Projects.

AGG-03 Sales for 
Accounting Rollup

CSV, XLS Similar to the SUP-02, except that it can be run across multiple Projects. 
There are Sales Filters that allow you to hide or show different Package 
Types, as well as Sale Date on After/Before, and Payment Date on After/
Before.

AGG-13 Item Donor History CSV, XLS The Item Donor History report functions much like the DON-10: Item 
Donors and Their Donations report, except that it can be run across 
multiple Projects, making it invaluable as a total Item donation data 
export. There are no additional filters for this report, but it does include 
everything related to the Item donor and their donation, including Item 
Name, Value, Procurement Status, and the Donor address.

AGG-18 Tracking of Deleted 
Records

CSV, XLS The Tracking of Deleted Records report will list out any Sales, Payments, 
or Supporters that were deleted from within your Projects. When running 
the report, you can select to show All, just Supporters, just Sales, or just 
Payments on the deleted record report. This is a great tool for doing some 
troubleshooting to missing records.

AGG-19 Cross Project 
Admissions

CSV, XLS The Cross Project Admission report is a great report for seeing which 
Supporters have attended multiple events for your organization. Each 
Project selected before running the aggregate report displays as its 
own column, with a number indicating the Admissions Allocated to that 
Supporter.

SUM-07 Summary-Package 
Sales by Section, 
Type, Class

PDF, XLS A high view including totals for all your package sales by section (Live, 
Silent, Online, etc), by type of package (Admission, Auction, Donation, 
Sponsorship) and by class.

AGG-32 Supporter Receipts 
Across Projects

PDF Generates a receipt for Supporters with a list of packages purchased.

Common Aggregate Reports
Aggregate Reports are found under your Organization Reports & Exports, on the Organization Home. 
These are reports designed to give an overview of your Organization in Greater Giving Online. Aggregate 
reports run on multiple Projects that you have unless specified either within the Report itself or on the Grid. 
Because Aggregate Reports run on multiple Projects, the easiest way to filter them is to select specific 
Projects from the grid using the checkboxes on the left, and clicking the Reports & Exports button.
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